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Forbes Shire Council acknowledges the traditional land owners,
the Wiradjuri people, where tourism activity occurs.
We are committed to working with Wiradjuri communities
in the tourism success of Forbes, and pay our respects to
Elders past, present and emerging.

www.amazingforbesnsw.com
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Message from the Mayor
Forbes Shire is located proudly on Wiradjuri land and is truly amazing. From our
boutique shops to our breathtaking Lake and foreshores, our mesmerising public art
and our iconic heritage buildings - a visit to Forbes Shire has something for everyone.

Phyllis Miller, OAM

Whether you are a camper, a fisherperson, a gourmet, a skier or a keen shopper,
there’s an experience waiting for you in Forbes. Take the time to wander through
our heritage precinct, stroll the lakes pathways and be captivated by our incredible
public art. Head somewhere down the Lachlan and experience the Sculpture trail
or hitch up the boat and give the family a chance to let loose skiing Lake Forbes.
Find a fishing spot on the Lachlan and lure in a Murray cod and cook it over the
coals of your campfire while you gaze up at the stars. We are so proud of our
location in Wiradjuri country so make sure you visit the Dreaming Centre on the
Lake and immerse yourself in this ancient culture. Pitch your tent or enjoy some
luxury accommodation – we have the full range here. We’ve got food outlets
aplenty and they are waiting to welcome you.
A great first stepping stone is to visit the friendly staff at the Visitor information
Centre to plan your visit – they have all the tips and tricks to making the most of
visiting our Amazing Shire.
I look forward to seeing you in Amazing Forbes very soon.

Message from the General Manager
Forbes Shire is a go-ahead town with a strong economic base founded in
agriculture. Scratch our surface though and you will find tourism assets galore
and a community that is proud of what we have – and willing to work hard to
improve it. We have some impressive tourism operators, a great range of events
and infrastructure that really drives visitation. You might also be surprised that
Forbes has a very rich arts culture – with talented artists producing everything
from works on canvas to monumental sculptures.

Steve Loane,
General Manager
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There is such potential here – and this plan encompasses a wide variety of
opportunities upon which to capitalise. As a keen supporter of the livestock
industry I’m proud to say that we have strategies around food and sustainable
agriculture. I also am really looking forward to developing our offerings in the
area of arts and culture and growing unique events such as Frost and Fire.
I commend this plan to you and look forward to working together to grow
Amazing Forbes.
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Executive Summary
Great tourism destinations thrive on ‘travel worthy’ experiences.
The Forbes Shire Council Tourism Plan 2020-2030 is set to establish
Amazing Forbes an attractive, unique and sustainable holiday destination.
Without investment or reinvestment however, in the quality and depth of visitor experiences, the Forbes Shire will
not achieve its potential as a travel destination of choice. This Tourism Plan analyses past visitation, sets a series of
tourism themes and a strategically deliberate action plan to achieve a set of goals to control perceptions and increase
visitation. Additionally, the focus of the Tourism Plan is to develop sustainable tourism philosophies that will allow
Forbes Shire Council achieve its economic, community and environmental ambitions over the next decade.
Exciting tourism focused projects, which are already underway in 2020, are designed to reposition Forbes as a
vibrant tourist location. These include the Forbes Art Society’s Sculpture Down the Lachlan and the relocation of the
Forbes Visitor Information Centre to the Lachlan Vintage Village. Significant benefits will flow to our community
through establishing vibrant places and attractions that appeal to our key visitors interests. Being further established
as a dynamic regional town, Forbes will become an attractive location for new businesses and residents, creating
employment opportunities and fostering investment in new infrastructure and facilities.
To deliver these ambitions, this Tourism Plan is committed to collaborating with the wider Central West region,
supporting Forbes businesses, prioritising product development, improving the quality of the visitor experience
and marketing the destination accordingly.
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Introduction and Rationale
Amazing Forbes has a vision;

“To be renowned as a regional town, who hosts amazing events and is rich in heritage,
history, natural attractions, fine agricultural produce, arts and culture. Our dream is to build
a thriving yet sustainable tourism destination with authentic and original experiences that
boast economic benefits for the community and the wider Central West region.”
Following the many challenges Forbes has seen with
floods in 2016 and ongoing and severe drought, Forbes
Shire Council (FSC) is now faced with the COVID-19
pandemic. This global crisis is set to have a widespread and
long-lasting impacts on tourism both domestically and
internationally.

natural environment, open space and clear skies and is a
renowned hub of sustainable agricultural production. One
of our greatest assests is being surrounded by water with
the Lachlan River and Lake Forbes. We have an attractive
built environment and heritage architecture plus links to
bushrangers and gold rushes.

At the time of writing this Tourism Plan, restrictions placed
on travel, social gatherings and events will see significant
downturn in visitation to Forbes from March 2020. In
this challenging environment, a solid Tourism Plan is
more important than ever in preparation for the fierce
competition regionally and with many coastal holiday
locations as the travel and tourism industry eventually
recovers.

The 48 hour Free camping at Wheogo Park adds to our
attraction as does the fact that we are RV Friendly. We
have strong partnerships with organisations such as the
Forbes Arts Society (FAS) who are implementing a major
tourism project building collateral in sculptures, an arts
space and improvements to Gum Swamp and its Bird
Hides. Our tourism collateral is building having introduced
a Forbes destination guide and tourism website
www.amazingforbesnsw.com.

Tourism is an important driver for the Forbes economy,
generating $30 million expenditure in the region and
attracts 130,000 visitors per year (based on a 4 year
average). There are 169 jobs that are supported by tourism
in Forbes according to Regional Development Australia,
creating significant employment opportunities for
economic development. The overall measure of success as
a result of the actions laid out in this plan will be increasing
the economic contribution of tourism to the Forbes
economy by 50% to $45 million per annum by 2030.
Analysis of the current situation with regards to tourism in
Forbes Shire has revealed the following:
Forbes is proudly located on Wiradjuri land and FSC is
committed to working with Wiradjuri communities in
the tourism success of Forbes. The Shire has significant
strengths in a willingness to invest in Tourism in Council’s
leadership team and friendly locals who have embraced
the Amazing Forbes Destination brand. The Shire is located
right on the Newell Highway – a major transport link – and
has a reputation for great events such as Frost and Fire
and Grazing Down the Lachlan. Forbes has an incredible

One the flip side we do have challenges. Our Visitor
Information Centre is somewhat below regional standards,
our branding is yet to be properly embedded with
collateral needing to be produced and our online presence
improved. Our marketing campaigns have been disjointed
and we need to form more strong partnerships between
Council and private operators to extend the potential of
tourism. We may be on the Newell and we are relatively
close to Sydney and Canberra, but we have significant
competition in NSW and within the region for these
tourists.
We also lack a major attraction, instead have a suite of
offerings. We do need to be aware that the visitors of the
future won’t be seeking what is on offer now and we have
to be aware of these changing needs as they become
more digitally focussed. Operators and partners need to
work closely with us on this trend and we collectively need
to be ready for this change. We also have perceptions of
being a small country town to deal with – the persistent
drought, flood and other hard times seem to appeal to the
media but do not bring tourists.
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This plan provides FSC with the chance to capitalise on
the many opportunities laid out before us. There are some
exciting collaborations beginning at the regional level in
terms of Astro Tourism and the Wonder of Gondwana Fossil
Trail led by Destination NSW Country and Outback. Our
events could be grown significantly and we also have the
opportunity to work more closely with partners such as
the Business Chamber to build capacity in local operators.
The Central West Livestock exchange experience could be
developed for those interested in paddock to plate and we
have the opportunity to make the most of promotional
opportunities and targeted marketing including billboards,
caravan and camping shows and digital marketing.
Tourism products sharing our amazing assets need to
be developed including tour packages/ experiences and
accommodation – all in collaboration with industry.
In response to our advantages, challenges and
opportunities, consultation with industry stakeholders, FSC
has developed the Forbes Tourism Plan 2020-2030.

To align with trends and objectives across Central NSW, this
Tourism Plan references the Central NSW Joint Organisation
(CNSWJO) Tourism Management Plan 2017-2020 along
with the initiatives of Destination NSW Country and
Outback (DNCO). Working together to formulate sought
after experiences defined by the target markets, this
creates opportunities for future tourism development
and growth. Forbes prime target market will look beyond
the Central West and additionally target Western Sydney,
Canberra, Central Coast, Hunter Valley and Northern
NSW in a range of marketing efforts both internally and
collaboratively with the region.
By identifying future tourism opportunities and planning
for long term and sustainable growth, tourism in Forbes
will begin to flourish as we move towards recovery and
long term sustainability. This will not only contribute to a
stronger visitor economy but provide social benefits to the
community, local businesses and wider economy following
this difficult time.

Forbes Tourism Plan 2020-2030 and its targets will be revised each year with
a major review in 2025.
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Purpose
In efforts to restart and maintain a resilient and diverse regional economy following the COVID-19 pandemic and post the
recent drought, tourism to Forbes is essential. As travel restrictions and the COVID-19 pandemic is resolved, the Australian
population will be eager to travel and support the Australian economy by holidaying in their home country before venturing
overseas. Forbes must be ready and attractive to capture this market, but also plan for sustainable and viable tourism
initiatives into the future.
The economic benefits resulting from the success of tourism are vast. With the aim to drive visitation to Forbes, tourism will
recharge and activate local Forbes businesses, while boosting employment opportunities.
This Tourism Plan aligns with the Forbes Community Strategic Plan 2018-2028 (CSP) which identifies 6 key areas:
Community and Culture, Local Economy, Natural Environment, Rural and Urban Land Use, Infrastructure and Services,
Government and Representation.
The goal of this Tourism Plan is to set the foundations for Forbes to see:
• A profitable and flourishing tourism industry that is widely recognised as a core part of the Forbes economy
• A significant employment provider contributing to the growth of a resilient, vibrant and sustainable community
across Forbes Shire, that supports social, cultural and environmental objectives
• An improved visitor experience that has wide seasonal appeal, delivers competitive and authentic activities
unique to Forbes and facilitates strong word of mouth marketing and encourage repeat visitation
• Stakeholders in tourism understanding their role from connections and relationships across the tourism industry,
resulting in a strong collaborative approach to achieve agreed outcomes
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PART 1:
PAST VISITATION
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Forbes Visitation Analysis
Current Visitation 2015-2018 (based on last 4 years average)
From this period, Forbes Shire had approximately 130,000 visitors to Forbes, comprised of nearly 80,000 overnight visitors
(77,000 domestic overnight) and more than 50,000 Day trippers*
*Source: Tourism Research Australia. Note: Sample size is low for day trips and International data, use as approx. calculated figure.

Forbes Total Visitors
Visitation to Forbes has been variable over the past 10 years which can be attributed to a number of external factors.
• Global Financial Crisis (GFC) The 2008 GFC saw widespread and lasting adverse effects on the global economy.
Tourism activity saw a steady decline until December 2011. Forbes visitor numbers began to recover post GFC,
with visitor numbers peaking in September 2014 with approx. 158,000 visitors, then a gradual decline.
• Natural Disaster Flood The 2016 Forbes Flood had devastating impacts on the Forbes community and can
be attributed to the dip in visitor numbers in September leading into October when visitation usually peaks
around Spring due to favourable weather.
• Natural Disaster Drought A steady decline in visitation may be attributed to stifling and persistent drought
across Central NSW.
• Tourism Staff A lack of consistent staffing in tourism may have also limited the availability of marketing campaigns
to attract visitation.
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Figure 1: Forbes Visitors (000) 2008 – 2018. Source: Tourism Research Australia (TRA)

Increases in visitor numbers can be attributed to:
• Argi-tourism Campaign Forbes in the Heart of the Country Campaign and Advertising from which started in 2013
(however was never implemented as a whole)
• Significant Tourism Events New events; Kalari River Arts Festival, Baby Boomers Festival, Vanfest
• Regional Collaboration Projects undertaken with CNSWJO and work undertaken with other Shires such as the
Parkes Elvis Festival Travel partnership
• Amazing Branding Amazing sculpture and branding implemented from 2017
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Domestic Overnight Visitation 2008-2018
Domestic Overnight Visitation has steadily increased based on 4 year rolling average.
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Figure 2: Forbes Domestic Overnight Visitors (000) 2008 – 2018. Source: Tourism Research Australia (TRA)
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Year on Year Comparison
The following graphs illustrate a Year on Year Comparison showing the percentage increase/decreases of total visitor
numbers and domestic over night visitors comparing 2016 to 2017 and 2017 to 2018 for the state, region and Forbes.
Total Visitors Comparison 2017 vs 2018
• NSW Total Visitors Change from December 2018 over December 2017 (4 years average) is
+5.6%, was +4.4% the previous period
• Central NSW Total Visitors Change from December 2018 over December 2017 (4 years average) is
+7.0%, was +6.6% the previous period
• Forbes Total Visitors Change from December 2018 over December 2017 (4 years average) is
+5.1%, was -6.8% the previous period.
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Figure 3: Total Visitor Change Year on Year 2016 – 2017, 2017 - 2018. Source: Tourism Research Australia (TRA)

Domestic Overnight Visitors Comparison 2017 vs 2018
• NSW Domestic Overnight Visitors Change from December 2018 over December 2017 (4 years average) is
+7.2%, was +6.0% the previous period
• Central NSW Domestic Overnight Visitors Change from December 2018 over December 2017 (4 years average) is
+11.4%, was +10.0% the previous period
• Forbes Domestic Overnight Visitors Change from December 2018 over December 2017 (4 years average) is
+3.7%, was -1.7% the previous period
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Figure 4: Total Domestic Overnight Visitor Change Year on Year 2016 – 2017, 2017 – 2018. Source: Tourism Research Australia (TRA)
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Central West NSW Visitation Overview
A review of data provided by CNSWJO from the Western Research Institute (WRI) surveys reveals useful insights into the
consumer behaviour of regional tourists. The following details are used to inform the reinvestment of budgets, resources,
and advertising avenues to target the markets portrayed in the data.
The below chart from WRI shows % where all visitors to the Central West travelled from in 2019 inclusive of Sydney locations
separated into broad geographic areas. This illustrates the dominance of Western Sydney being the biggest market for the
Central West.
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Figure 5: Residence of Visitors to the Central West 2019. Source: WRI Research

From the 955,000 visitors to the Central West who were surveyed in 2019:
• 22% of visitors indicated they use word of mouth to inform their travel decisions. This is reinforced by online means
(52% in total), including social media (15%), travel info apps (13%), online accommodation/booking tools (12%),
destination websites (12%). Once travellers have arrived 14% go to VICs.
•

Central NSW residents primarily source information from Facebook (64%), word of mouth (58%), newspapers (44%),
Council websites, VIC, newsletters and emails (32%) and radio (28%). Using traditional methods to ensure residents
get up-to-date information including newspaper and radio remains effective. Given residents are such an important
source of information to the 28% of total visitors who stay with friends and relatives, it is important for them to
remain up-to-date with “What’s On” locally as tourism ambassadors for their home towns. Therefore, Council sources
remain a strong information source to a big proportion of visitors, highlighting the value of the investment in tourism
services and promotion.

•

The survey estimates the average spend of a Central West tourist is $767 per person*, per trip and they stay an
average of 2.96 nights. In addition, residents are spending on average $407 per trip hosting their friends and relatives
and guests stay an average of 2 nights.

*Please note these are for spend figures for the Central West that take into consideration high end experiences in Orange and Bathurst
including wineries, boutique accommodation and retail that may not be reflective of the spend of a Forbes visitor. This does however
indicate that a typical Central West tourist is willing to spend their money in regional towns.
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Forbes Visitation Numbers compared to surrounding LGAs in Central West NSW
Forbes visitation numbers differ to surrounding Local Government Areas in the Central West Region as shown below.
The period between 2011 and 2015 saw a significant increase for Forbes, Parkes and Cabonne with a steady dip for
Forbes since 2015. However, the relatively stable increase of total visitation to Forbes contributes well to the regional
figures from 2008-2018.
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Figure 6: Forbes and Surround LGAs Visitors (000). Source: Tourism Research Australia
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2018

Domestic Visitor Origins
The Forbes Visitor Information Centre (VIC) captures visitor data from travellers who enter the VIC through verbal
questioning tracking where they travel from. The average number of domestic visitors to the Forbes VIC is 8,715 people each
year based on a 4 year average (6.7% of total visitors). As tourists are consuming travel information increasingly through
online methods, these results provide a reflection of those travellers who prefer face-to-face customer service or are buying
souvenirs. These demographics include travelling Families, Middle Aged, Over 55s and Grey Nomads.
The following graph show domestic visitors by region from 2016-2019 and shows a decrease in number to VIC year on year.
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Figure 7: Total VIC Visitors 2016 - 2019. Source: VIC data

International Visitors Origins
The data collected at the VIC provides a snapshot of the origin of international visitors to Forbes. The average number
of international visitors to the Forbes VIC is 259 people each year based on a 4 year average. In 2019 DNSW figures show
international visitors stay an average of 17 nights, this concludes a high proportion of these international visitors are itinerant
workers such as backpackers, fruit-pickers.
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Figure 8: Total International VIC Visitors 2016-2019. Source: VIC data
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Seasonal Visitation
A review of the monthly variation of visitation to the Forbes VIC from July – June indicates seasonal trends with popular
times to visit in Spring and Autumn due to pleasant weather and Easter in April. The lowest visitor numbers occur in the
hottest months November – February with a peak in January as a result of the influx of visitors for the Parkes Elvis Festival.
Note: These figures are unlikely to include those visiting friends and relatives which accounts for 48% of visitation to Forbes (DNSW 2015)

The following graph shows peak visitation periods are in Spring and Autumn with lulls in Summer and Winter.
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Figure 9: Average Monthly VIC Visitation (2016-2019). Source: VIC Data

The below graph shows monthly VIC numbers from 2016 to 2019 which are shown to be declining year on year.
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Figure 10: Monthly VIC Visitation 2016-2019. Source: VIC Data
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Economic Impact of Tourism
Tourism is an important contributor to the economic development of Forbes and the wider Central NSW region.
In 2018, the 130,000 total visitors to Forbes contributed around $30 million to the local economy according to Tourism
Research Australia (based on 4 years average of data).
This includes $21 million from the 77,000 domestic overnight visitors. Domestic overnight visitors account for
152,000 visitor nights. The average spend by a visitor is $141pp per night or $230 per trip based on a 2 night average stay.
Source: Tourism Research Australia

For every $1 spent by a visitor to Forbes as that dollar progresses through the Forbes economy it creates an additional $1.70
The bar graph below displays the tourism industries in Central NSW that directly employ 8,267 people while indirect
Tourism employment for Central NSW is estimated to be approximately 3,000 people.

Central NSW Employment in Tourism Industries 2017-18
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Figure 11: Employment Central NSW South Wales 2017 – 2018. Source: Tourism Research Australia
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There are many employment benefits
across Central West NSW resulting from
the Tourism success of the region.
There are 169 jobs are supported
by tourism in Forbes according to
Regional Development Australia,
creating significant employment
opportunities for economic
development.
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The potential for growth in the tourism sector will boost employment opportunities in Forbes in the hospitality,
accommodation, cultural services and retail sectors. Indirect employment from tourism is also a significant
value-add that has a positive impact on the economy through jobs that support tourism.

Tourism Related Services Figures based on 2018/19 Financial year:

A C C O M M O D AT I O N
Hotels, motels and self-contained

Number

Establishments

16

Rooms

218

Accessible Rooms

6

Beds

368

Sleep Capacity (people)

604

Average Room Rate

$144.80

Occupancy Rate

56.5%

Caravan Parks

Number

Establishments

4

Caravan Sites

149

Cabins/flats/units/villas

67

Accessible Rooms

9

Beds

133

Sleep Capacity (people)

243

Average Room Rate

$99

Occupancy Rate

82%

F O O D & B E V E R AG E
Establishments
Restaurants

6

Bakeries

2

Cafes and Coffee Shops

2

Pubs and Clubs

8

Take-away and Fast Food

12

Figure 12: Tourism Related Services 2018/2019 FY
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SWOT Analysis
A major focus of this plan is to analyse previous trends in visitation, and to develop strategies to drive visitation considering
the strength and opportunities of the Shire. Below is an analysis that has been developed by Council, the community and
tourism industry stakeholders via various streams of consultation and looks at the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats Forbes tourism space is presented with.
STRENGTHS
• Council wants to invest in Tourism with enthusiastic
Mayor, General Manager and Council staff
• Prime position being centrally located on the Newell Highway
with easy access to Parkes airport (within 30mins). This Newell is a
great link between 2 capital cities; Brisbane & Melbourne

• Current VIC operations at the Railway
• The number of high-end accommodations and
lack of restaurant style hospitality venues
• Distance from major city centers and associated fuel costs

• Reputation for great tourism events including Frost & Fire, Elvis and
Grazing Down the Lachlan as well as sporting events such as
Forbes Rugby Lunch

• Age demographics with majority of visitors being Over 55s - how
can we make Forbes more versatile to attract different markets?

• Attractive town with Heritage Trail, open spaces and extensive
landscaping including Victoria Park
• Historical significance with Ben Hall, bushrangers & gold rush

• Limited guided tours for personal experience and equipment hire
eg. bike trails, scooter, segways, paddle boats, horse riding, canoe
tours, driving tours, bush walks etc

• Council investment to beautification of Town and improvements
to open public spaces eg. Lake Forbes Activation Plan

• Turn over of Council Tourism Staff & lack of fully adopted
long term Tourism Plan in the past

• Free 48 Hour Rest Stop on the Lake and RV Friendly Town badge,
availability of well located caravan parks

• Lack of Cultural Diversity in Tourism Offering

• Attractive natural assets; Lake Forbes with walking and cycle way,
Ski Dam, Gum Swamp Wetlands, Lachlan River with open spaces,
landscapes and clear skies

• Limited awareness of Public Transport options

• Lack of publicly available EV (Electric Vehicle) charging stations
• Lack of up to date and quality imagery for attractions & businesses
featuring target markets and professional marketing campaigns

• Proximity to National Park eg. Nangar National Park, Weddin
Nation Park with links to Ben Hall with drive tour caves

• Rules around Destination Guide advertising for local businesses

• A great offering of local services, boutique & retail shops in CBD,
convenient for travellers

• Accessibility to attractions needs improvement for elderly &
people with disabilities including seating

• The relocation of the Forbes Visitor Information Centre to the
Lachlan Vintage Village

• Road sign indicating major attraction in partnership with
Transport for NSW eg. Sculpture Down the Lachlan and Central
West Livestock Exchange

• A great offering of public art, particularly the Sculpture Down the
Lachlan trail with Forbes Arts Society
• Agricultural produce and foodie bowl resulting from
rich agricultural land
• Active committee at Wiradjuri Dreaming Centre
• McFeeters Motor Museum is a unique attraction to Forbes
• The biggest Livestock Selling Centre in NSW (CWLE)
• Town proud community who has embraced the Amazing Forbes
destination brand
• Custom tour bus operator Cenwest Tours, with Amazing Forbes
branded bus
• Destination Website established and growing social media
presence with Amazing Forbes NSW Facebook & Instagram
• Welcoming town with friendly locals who love visitors to Forbes
• Activities and attractions that appeal to all age demographics;
from young travellers, families and Over 55s including the visiting
Friends and Relatives Market
• Full sports calendar and variety of infrastructure to support
sporting activities including ovals, fields, Olympic pool,
Golf and Bowling Clubs
• Movie theatre is unique for a country town
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WEAKNESSES

• Consistency with Amazing Forbes NSW Branding

• Online presence has room for improvement. Amazing Forbes
Destination website is not well known yet
• Entrance signs to town aren’t the right aesthetic & look outdated
• Brochures & marketing collateral is out of date and
• No Google listings for major attractions
• Lack of boating infrastructure in Lachlan River and Lake Forbes
• Community perception all problems are for FSC to correct
• Lack of collaboration between local tourism operators
• Not enough collaboration with neighboring Shires particularly
Lachlan Valley neighbors
• Forbes is not perceived as a holiday destination
• Businesses not adapting business hours to the available
opportunities like event weekends or long weekend
• Lack of town beautification style guide with consistency for street
furniture, bins, seating etc

OPPORTUNITIES
• Development of curated day trips. Visitor itineraries that bundle
experiences to include day trips to Condo, Eugowra, Cowra,
Parkes etc base stay in Forbes eg ‘5 day trips for Forbes’
• Develop activities to market to special interest groups such as
twitchers, art lovers, nature lovers (National Parks), history buffs
(bushranger and gold rush history) and science based (geological,
fossils and astronomy). Invest in supporting infrastructure &
marketing collateral
• To work with the Wiradjuri Communities in the tourism space to
build up cultural awareness and promotion of Wiradjuri focused
Tourism Businesses including Wiradjuri Dreaming Centre and
Wiradjuri Rangers Eco Tours
• Regional collaboration opportunities in Astro-tourism &
Wonder of Gondwana with links to our fossil trail with the
CNSWJO & DNSWCO
• Development of shaded outdoor areas in CBD & around Lake with
continued tree planting in CBD - Lachlan Street
• Eco-style cabin accommodation on the Lake
• Increase awareness of Ben Hall Story and Historical Museum
• Farm & Agriculture tour development and overnight stays
• Heritage Trail - QR codes explaining the Heritage of Forbes &
dedicated tour guide
• Celebrating stories of the past eg. The story Ed from Better Homes
& Gardens told about John Oxley
• Central West Livestock Exchange tour development - Paddock to
Plate type event with local produce from Agricultural Sector
• Sculpture Down the Lachlan tour development
• Walking & cycling trails collateral development
• Dedicated areas for camping along Lachlan River & Lake plus
additional free camping to extend overnight visitation
• Improve printed brochures, outdoor maps and way finding
signage for top tourist activities & ‘things to do’
• Working with Business Chamber to provide training and
networking events for tourism operators, accommodation
providers & local producers
• Growth in events space including cultural & sporting events
• A Mobile VIC

THREATS
• Competition with the rest of the region and coastal destinations
• Overseas travel recommencing and regional/domestic travel
losing momentum
• Development of the Lachlan Vintage Village as the Forbes Visitor
Information Center and the Homemakers Centre being out of
the CBD
• The nature of how visitors access information being
predominantly online and the need for a physical VIC
• Reliance on volunteers for VIC operations, events & committee
projects leading to volunteer burnout/loss of interest
• Loss of events due to community fatigue
• Lack of demand and man power/operators to deliver tours and
experiences sustainably
• Retail shops closing down eg. Target Country leaving gap in CBD
• Cost of leasing commercial premises becomes unaffordable for
small business operations
• Bad visitor experience if customer service is poor and if businesses
aren’t opened on weekends
• Locals not promoting or supporting events
• Expectation that FSC should be sole driver of Tourism success
• Losing the Heritage charm, if town becomes too modern.
Heritage needs to be maintained
• Locals not supporting the development of high-end dining
options which are therefore not sustainable
• Being isolated from major cities and associated travel distances
(strength too)
• Perception from media of being drought stricken,
small town and dusty
• Harsh climate with environmental threats of flood & drought
• Lack of collaboration between local business/industry/local
government/state government

• Scope to attract new business developments including tourism
opportunities eg. Botanical Garden

• Lack of collaboration amongst stakeholders, FSC not promoting
or providing the opportunity for businesses to network

• Promotion of Country Escapes/short breaks to target markets in
Canberra, Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Adelaide. Advertise in
airports, magazines, bus stops etc. to expand reach

• Developing plans independently of stakeholders which reduces
their interest in taking ownership

• Collaborations with existing businesses eg. highlight existing
sustainable initiatives such as solar farm, community garden &
develop as a trail
• EV (Electric Vehicle) Tourisms - new charging station to make
Forbes an EV friendly town

• Businesses not willing to adapt to extend operating hours or shift
focus to online or be involved with tourism projects
• Continued expansion away from CBD taking away visitor
foot traffic

• Design a series of bespoke merchandise for online store to
improve product range & branding perception
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Target Market Analysis
One of the amazing things about Forbes is the friendly locals of this community. Everyone is welcome and the attractions,
services and accommodation we have really do cater to all needs – but of course a core purpose of this plan is to ensure that
our offering does match what people are looking for. This is an overview of core target demographics, which looks at their
decision making process and what motivates them to travel to Forbes, and in general using information from DNSW. A broad
target market analysis provides an insight into visitor mindset, and can be used to inform future planning around marketing
strategies that appeal directly to each key target demographic based on their interests and behaviours.
This analysis identifies core domestic target demographics for Forbes Shire:
• Young Travellers 15-29 years
• Couples 20s-30s
• Families with Children
• Middle Aged 40-54 years
• Over 55s
• Grey Nomads
The key drivers for visitation to Forbes Shire fall under the following tourism categories:
• Events and Festivals
• Nature Based
• Caravanning and Camping
• Heritage and Culture
• Food, Wine and Sustainable Agriculture
• Health and Wellbeing

The majority of visitation to Central West NSW is dominated by the Over 55s age group who travel by vehicle.
According to WRI survey data 91% of total visitors to the Central West travel by car.

Visitors (000) by Age Group
self-drive motorhome or campervan, Central NSW
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Figure 13: Visitors (000) by Age Group self-drive motorhome or campervan, Central NSW 2008 – 2018. Source: Tourism Research Australia
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The following graph shows total visitors to Forbes by age group with 55+ age bracket displaying the most steady growth.

Forbes Visitors (000) by Age Group (Total)
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Figure 14: Forbes Visitors (000) by Age Group (Total) Central NSW 2008 – 2018. Source: Tourism Research Australia

The following graph highlights domestic overnight visitors to Forbes by age group with the 55+ age bracket showing the
most consistency and growth.

Forbes Visitors (000) by Age Group (Domestic Overnight)
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Figure 15: Forbes Visitors (000) by Age Group (Domestic Overnight) 2008 – 2018. Source: Tourism Research Australia
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Young Travellers 15-29 years

Couples 20s-30s

This generation of Young Travellers aged 15-29 years are
tech savvy and will choose their next travel destination
based on social media so they too, can have the ‘instaworthy’ holiday. They are spontaneous and rely on the
online space to makes decisions, including where they go
and what they do once they arrive at their destination. In
the planning phase, social media, including Pinterest and
Instagram, allows them to see authentic real experiences
people have, as opposed to staged marketing material. For
students, travel provides a break from school or university,
making the most of routine holiday breaks, before
concentrating on their career or, they travel for educational
experiences.

Couples without children, ranging from early 20s-30s,
look for meaningful travel adventures to strengthen
their bond and create lasting memories. Travellers in this
age bracket are interested in small-scale or bespoke and
nature-based or ‘off-the-beaten-track’ adventures. Travel is
about rejuvenation, connection and seeking genuine and
authentic experiences while having something to look
forward to that breaks up the calendar year. According to
the CNSWJO 2019 Tourism Profile using data from the WRI,
36% of visitors to the Central West travel with their partners
and stay an average of 3 nights.

Seemingly at odds with their focus on the online, digital
world, their ideal experiences are nature based with
bushwalking, sightseeing, camping and water activities
including boating, skiing and fishing the most popular
activities. They also enjoy dining out, experiencing local
night life and visiting local pubs. According to DNSW,
Young Travellers aren’t intimidated by distance and use
their own vehicles to road trip with friends for events and
festivals. Vanfest, Grazing Down the Lachlan and Frost and
Fire, are examples of events that have attracted young
travellers to Forbes in recent years. Events such as these
provide the opportunity for locals to invite their friends and
relatives to visit for these occasions.
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Couples in this age group without children are well into
their study or career and use their holidays and disposable
income to treat themselves. Couples generally seek
short breaks away (2- 4 days) to escape the day-to-day
grind of busy city life. They enjoy shopping, dining out,
experiencing local night life and visiting local pubs. Usually
on a budget due to saving for or having bought their first
home, couples choose to stay with friends and relatives
and enjoy free outdoor activities like bike riding, walks
around the lake, water activities including boating, skiing
and fishing but also travel for events such as The Elvis
Festival, Grazing Down the Lachlan and Frost and Fire.

Families

Middle Aged 40-54 years

There are many similarities that can be drawn from
Couples and Families travel needs. Families with children
also seek a short breaks away (2- 4 days) to escape their
daily routine. Families are looking for easy travel and allinclusive convenience that caters to the needs of the entire
travelling party. This includes babies and young children,
teenagers, elderly, a family members with a disability as
well as the family pets as defined by DNSW. According
to the CNSWJO 2019 Tourism Profile using data from the
WRI, 28% of visitors to the Central West travel with family
members and stay an average of 3 nights.

This group is likely to travel for businesses or pleasure,
special occasions like birthday celebrations – solo, with a
partner or in groups of friends when they are not travelling
as a family. Many also use this time to tick off their bucket
lists while they are still physically able. Some travel with the
need to escape from mundane life, a marital breakdown or
fill the void of children having left home and fill their new
found, free time with leisure activities. They enjoy spending
longer in one place, and put more emphasis on comfort,
decent infrastructure, and a variety of activities where there
is little risk of injury. They enjoy sightseeing, discovering
history and culture, conversing with friendly locals, dining
out, and are more likely to spend on average on food and
alcohol not budgeting for family needs.

Usually on a budget, families and couples choose to stay
with friends and relatives who act as their tour guides and
enjoy free outdoor activities like bike riding, walks around
the lake, boating, fishing, picnics or BBQ at parks. This
group displays a higher spend as they are travelling as a
larger party. Mum usually pre-plans online and makes the
majority of the travel decisions with the desire to spend
quality time as a family, outdoors in nature and away from
screens. Depending on interests this group also desires to
experience meaningful and unique cultural activities like
art galleries, museums, public art and Aboriginal art. At the
end of the day, dining out is a luxury and parents may leave
children with family members such as grandparents while
they dine out and reconnect as a couple.

According to Tourism Research Australia, middle-aged
travellers are more likely to stay at a hotel or motel, travel
more by plane or private vehicle, and less by rail and coach.
The much higher trip spend for middle-aged travellers is
not related to length of trip. Middle-aged and younger
Australians had a similar average stay of 3 nights.
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Over 55s
The Over 55s market is a key travel target for Forbes
including Grey Nomads. Tourism Research Australia, figures
indicate that approximately 54% of visitors to Forbes are
Over 55s. Around 94,000 nights were spent in Forbes by
visitors aged over 55. Our position on the Newell Highway
makes Forbes an ideal stop for those travelling by road
between Melbourne and Brisbane.
Many Over 55s travel RV style or in private vehicle. The
most favourable activities identified by this audience
include dining out, shopping and sightseeing including
public art, heritage architecture and attractions. The main
accommodation types selected by this age group are hotel/
motel or motor Inn, caravan park or camping grounds and
friends or relatives properties.
According to the Over 55s Monitor Survey of 1,000
Australians, and research from DNSW in 2015, 40% of Over
55s indicated they have never been happier, 28% were not
worried about the money, and 54% believed they were in
an enjoyable and rewarding stage of their life.
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Additionally, 96% of respondents take at least 1 leisure trip
within Australia annually, 26% took 2 trips and 23% took 3
trips. Research also reveals the Over 55s market holds 32%
of the nation’s gross disposable income which makes them
attractive economically to target.
After raising a family, these empty nesters are using their
time to nurture their interests and passions, keep active,
stay healthy, get fitter, want to spend time with family and
their grandchildren, and travel. Contrary to stereotypes of
rejecting technology, majority of Australians Over 55 own
a smart phone to browse the internet and use Facebook.
They embrace and invest in technology to learn new skills
and pre-plan travel online.

Grey Nomads

Visiting Friends and Relative (VFR)

Grey Nomads describe people who are also mostly over 55,
but travel for extended periods of time across the country
as opposed to shorter breaks away for holidays. Grey
Nomads are living life on the road and travel in caravans,
motor homes, campervans, or camper trailers. For Grey
Nomads, travel provides the opportunity to step aside from
their ordinary lives to recharge, or to reflect mid-life by
hitting the open road. For many older Nomads, travelling
means they can stretch out their retirement savings and
they may sell up their home to fund their life on the road,
while for others it’s all about adventure and having fun on a
bigger budget.

The VFR market is very broad and largely encompasses
all of the above demographics and accounts for 48% of
visitation to Forbes according to DNSW in 2015. As the
coronavirus passes and travel restrictions ease, people
will be extremely keen to reconnect with family and close
friends from whom they have been separated. VFR are
perceived by residents to be better ‘tourists’. They respect
the destination more, are likely to travel outside of peak
periods or for special occasions and are more likely to
repeat visit. They enjoy all things to do local with their
hosts including dining and socialising, sightseeing, outdoor
nature experiences, art and heritage, markets and events.

Sometimes these Nomads work remotely or do casual
work while travelling. Some of the ‘Gypsy Baby Boomers’
are fulfilling a lifelong dream of doing a ‘big lap’ around
Australia, taking a year or more to do it. Forbes as an
RV Friendly Town and the availability of caravan parks,
campsites and the Free Rest Stop at Wheogo Park makes
our regional town a hot spot for Grey Nomads. While they
are here, they enjoy seeing heritage architecture, tracing
Ben Halls story, visiting attractions such as McFeeters Motor
Museum, fishing and reacquainting with old friends and
family.

VFR hosts have the greatest influence in advising
trip activities and itinerary recommendations. From
powerful word of mouth marketing; 92% of people
trust recommendations from their friends and family
over any other form of marketing according to Neilson
Research 2017. This highlights the importance of the
Forbes community participating in tourism objectives
and strategy so they are passionate ambassadors for the
Amazing Forbes NSW destination brand. This approach will
enhance civic pride, while helping to creating remarkable
and authentic user-generated content that resonates with
potential visitors via social media and other platforms. It
will inspire the community to become advocates for their
destination and reach out to their friends and relatives to
invite them to visit.
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Tourism Themes and Future Growth Opportunities
The tables on the following pages present an exploration of current and successful tourism offerings and
associated target demographics in the form of a product audit. There are ample opportunities for exciting growth to scale
the quality tourism offerings for Forbes in Nature Based / Heritage, Art and Culture / Caravanning and Camping / Food, Wine
and Sustainable Agriculture / Health and Wellbeing / Sport, Events and Festivals.

NATURE BASED

HERITAGE, ART AND CULTURE

CARAVANNING AND CAMPING

FOOD, WINE AND
SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE

HEALTH AND WELLBEING
SPORT, EVENTS AND FESTIVALS
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Nature Based
Nature Based tourism is one of the fastest growing trends in Australia which appeals to a broad range of domestic and
international visitors. As our lives become increasingly busy and orientated around technology, travellers seek short breaks
away for immersive experiences in nature. Being outdoors in the natural environment provides many psychological benefits
by being active, in fresh air and sunshine. Forbes offers a variety of nature based opportunities including birdwatching,
stargazing, biking, boating, skiing, fishing, camping, bush walking and more. There are many opportunities for growth and
for Forbes to be perceived as a nature-based tourism attraction. New bird hides and pathways at Gum Swamp will be a great
natural asset for nature based tourism with this element of the Forbes Art Society, FSC and Evolution Mining project due for
completion around 2021.
Young
Travellers
15-29 yrs

Couples
20-30 yrs

Families
with
children

Middle age

40-54 yrs

Over
55s

Grey
Nomads

Water Activities

Background & Growth Opportunities

Lake Forbes

Natural lagoon offering over 10km of walking
and cycle track, birdlife, sculpture trail, picnic
and BBQ areas. Tourism operators potential:
bike/canoe/kayak/fishing equipment hire.













Variety of outdoor activities: Skiing, boating,
fishing, wakeboarding, walking trail. No
current ski boat competition size but possibly
an opportunity for other competitions.

















































Ski Dam

Water Park

Children’s play waterpark.

Lachlan River

Variety of activities: Skiing, boating, fishing,
wakeboarding, bushwalking, sculpture
trail. Potential for Lachlan River Fishing
Competition with tagged fish and sponsored
prize money off the back of the Total Native
Fishing Film produced by Rob Paxevanos.

Biking

Background & Growth Opportunities

Mountain and BMX Biking

Mountain bike riding in various location
including Incinerator Hill, State forests such
as Back Yamma and other locations.

Bird Hide / Gum Swamp

Background & Growth Opportunities

Bird Hide Walking Trail

Support for FAS project to make
improvements at this site including the
installation of new hides. Improvements
scheduled to be completed by March 2021

Birdwatching










Wide variety of bird life at fresh water
wetlands Gum Swamp. A confluence of
western and eastern Australian species and
waterbirds and a renowned bird watching
area in ornithological circles.



Great photography opportunities.
Interpretive signage of wildlife would further
improve the experience.
History of Gondwana

Background & Growth Opportunities

Fossil Trail – Trilobites
(future opportunity)

Site: Cottons Hill Quarry. Forbes has
contributed to strategic planning on fossil,
mineral and astronomy based tourism with
DNSWCO. Potential to link into regional trail.
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Young
Travellers
15-29 yrs
Astro-tourism

Background & Growth Opportunities

Night Skies Experiences

Regional collaboration with CNSWJO. Night
Skies Trail, astro-photography workshops
with an influencer.
Opportunity to work with greater Central
West Region. Astro Photography Road Show
– there is desire to photograph places no
one has been to. Not a day trip, have to stay
overnight.

Glamping / Stargazing

Have Airbnb / accommodation provider
onboard – star bathing, farm stay, bubble
tents eg. Girragirra, Carrawobitty, Yarrabandai
or at Frost and Fire Event.

Couples
20-30 yrs







Families
with
children

Middle age

40-54 yrs

Over
55s





Grey
Nomads
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Heritage, Art and Culture
With a vision to become a cultural hub, Forbes has many wonderful and well preserved heritage, historical and artistic
assets including a significant offering of public art. As these experiences appeal to a more mature, educated and affluent
demographic, they are more likely to seek high value experiences and deliver a higher spend while touring. However, people
of all ages and interests will certainly find these experiences enjoyable and enriching. Forbes is well known for its gold rush
and bush ranger history along with heritage architecture which makes Forbes a unique, historic and picturesque town for
travellers to stop and explore. Public art continues to be a major attraction for the town.
The Dreaming Centre, sculpture trail and various public art displays pay homage to Wiradjuri culture and other themes. This
will only increase as Forbes Arts Society (FAS) continues projects to redevelop the Ambulance Station into a gallery space
and the installation of additional sculptures with ‘Sculpture Down the Lachlan’ along the stock route between Forbes and
Condobolin. FAS was granted $5.8 million dollars by the NSW Government, while FSC has contributed $800,000 for these
projects which will bring tourism benefits to the whole Lachlan Valley.
Young
Travellers
15-29 yrs

Couples
20-30 yrs

Families
with
children

Middle age

40-54 yrs

Over
55s

Grey
Nomads

Heritage and Culture

Background & Growth Opportunities

Heritage Trail

Potential augmented reality experience.
Redesign current brochure and host online on
destination website.







Forbes Heritage Week

Celebration of the history behind the town.
Awards, guided walking event & bush dance.







McFeeters Motor Museum

Car collections from various eras. Potential to
host events.









Forbes Historical Museum

Showcases the history of Forbes with
aboriginal artefacts, furniture, photographs,
tools, clothing and household wares together
with a large display of old and historic
machinery.

























History

Background & Growth Opportunities

Gold Rush History

Forbes boomed when gold was discovered in
1861. The heritage architecture is a result of the
wealth from gold rush past. Feature of new VIC.

Ben Hall and Bushrangers

Grave site at Cemetery and statue is an
attraction. Ongoing care of shooting site and
interpretive signage.

Public Art

Background & Growth Opportunities

Sculptures and Street Art

Sculptures around Lake Forbes, Albion Park,
CBD, VIC, murals and street art. Youth and
Community involvement.













Sculpture Down the Lachlan

Sculptures from Gum Swamp to Condobolin.
Bird Hide and trails featuring sculptural pieces.













FAS Gallery

Revitalise Ambulance Station with new
café, curated art exhibitions, visiting artists,
workshops etc.













Wiradjuri Culture

Background & Growth Opportunities

Wiradjuri Dreaming Centre

Wiradjuri Night Skies and Dreamtime stories
opportunity. Tours and workshops. Centre
displays artefacts and hosts workshops all by
Wiradjuri community.
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Camping and Caravanning
Camping and Caravanning is very popular across all of Forbes’ key target markets but particularly with the Over 55s and
Grey Nomads. Forbes’ prime position on the Newell Highway and free camping area make it a perfect rest stop for travellers.
These visitors also cross reference with many other tourism interest categories including Events and Festivals, Nature Based
Tourism, Heritage and Cultural experiences or travel to experience all while taking the opportunity to VFR.
Young
Travellers
15-29 yrs
Wheogo Park

Background & Growth Opportunities

Free 48 hour rest stop

Signage and system to ‘sign in’ to gain data
for use of free camping area. Potential for
portal on back end Amazing Destination
website with registration form and survey.

Caravanning

Background & Growth Opportunities

Caravan Parks

There’s a variety of Caravan Parks and options
for visitors. Forbes is an RV Friendly Town.

Camping

Background & Growth Opportunities

Regional Partnership
with National Parks and
Surrounding Shires

Working with National Parks as well as Local
Land Services to determine and promote
sustainable camping practices in nature
reserves where it is able to occur.
In Forbes National Parks estate covers
Eugowra Nature Reserve and South West
Woodland Nature Reserve in Cookamidgera.
Lachlan Valley National Park has 3 sites
– Gunning Gap, Wilbertroy and Towyal.
There are minimal facilities at most of these.
Promote sites as having walking trails with
access by road and RV.

Couples
20-30 yrs

Families
with
children

Middle age

40-54 yrs

Over
55s

Grey
Nomads
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Food, Wine and Sustainable Agriculture
The Food and Wine category has broad appeal and is important to attract visitors to regional NSW. However, this is not
unique to Forbes and we face strong competition from surrounding regions such as Orange which has stunning wineries
and is renowned for gourmet food offerings. Forbes has a significant agricultural and farming sector that appeals to the
visitor market particularly backpackers who travel for the farm life experience. Our high-end and fine dining capacity remains
limited. To remain strategically competitive FAS has created the Grazing Down the Lachlan event following consumer trends
in the Food and Wine category. This nationally recognised event involves a ‘paddock to plate’ ethos with a food and wine trail
while showcasing local produce and native food. Accommodation providers also host a number of Food and Wine events
and workshops which could be used to promote Forbes further as a foodie destination.

Events

Background & Growth Opportunities

Grazing Down the Lachlan

Focusing on foods native to the Central West
region. Local produce and caterers with a big
focus on sustainability and being a minimal
waste / environmentally friendly event.

Yarrabandai Creek Homestead

Young
Travellers
15-29 yrs

Couples
20-30 yrs



A weeklong celebration of the history behind
the town. Awards and guided walking event
and bush dance. 5 Course degustation menu
with local produce and traditional bush tucker.

Families
with
children

Middle age

40-54 yrs

Over
55s

Grey
Nomads

















Attractions / Produce

Background & Growth Opportunities

Central West Livestock
Exchange

Showcasing sustainable production on a large
scale. People interested in how farming works
and where their food comes from. Potential for
an enhanced tour experience with tour guides
and self guided materials













Aussie Biscuit Factory

Tours behind the scenes of the factory. Social
impact – tours that make a difference as this
business (Aruma) employs staff with disabilities.













Superbee Honey

Shopfront to buy Honey.













Future opportunity to do tours.

Sculptures from Gum Swamp to Condobolin.
Bird Hide and trails featuring sculptural pieces.













Betlands Peaches

Shop to buy seasonal stone fruit from orchard.













Accommodation

Background & Growth Opportunities

Girragirra Retreat

Food workshops – Sourdough bread plus
health giving probiotic fermented (cultured)
foods – growing in popularity and aligns with
health trends.











Carrawobitty Rural Retreat

Probiotic Food - Cheese and Yogurt making
workshops









Wine

Background & Growth Opportunities

Banderra Estate Winery

18+ Alcohol experience. Local wines.











NSW Small Winemakers Wine
Show

Annual Event. 18+ Alcohol experience.
Features tasting and dinner. Future
opportunity to match to local produce.
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Health and Wellness
With mental health at the forefront of wellness trends, more people are incorporating mindfulness into their daily lives.
Wellness travellers seek experiences that refresh, relax and connect mind, body and soul. At the domestic level, this group
spends about 178% more than the average traveller according to the 2018 report from Global Wellness Institute. Forbes can
tap into this market by promoting city escapes to this affluent market with a range of Health and Wellbeing experiences that
promote physical, psychological or spiritual benefits like yoga and health food workshops. This co-insides with Nature Based
tourism, where activities promote Health and Wellness.

Food Workshops

Background & Growth Opportunities

Girragirra Retreat

Eco-Accommodation, Off Grid, Farm Stay –
away from city appeal.
Food workshops – Sourdough bread plus
health giving probiotic fermented (cultured)
foods including milk based ferments such as
kefir, yoghurt, cheese and cultured butter as
well as fabulous vegetable ferments like kraut
and probiotic drinks.

Young
Travellers
15-29 yrs

Couples
20-30 yrs

Families
with
children

Middle age

40-54 yrs

Over
55s

Grey
Nomads



















Night Skies Experience opportunity.
Wellness Experiences

Background & Growth Opportunities

Star bathing / Bubble tent
operator

Operator opportunity – increasing trend.
Spiritual / Physiological benefits of getting
back to nature.





Backroom Workshops

Local business conducting wellbeing and
mindfulness workshops, chair yoga on the lake
and other wellness experiences.











Lake foreshores Tai Chi,
meditation and Yoga

Future opportunity to engage local providers
to make this a regular activity. Happens
currently mainly as part of events.
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Sports, Events and Festivals
Events are a major driver of tourism to regional locations. Forbes is building a successful reputation in the events space with
the local community and surrounding LGAs. The key objective moving forward will be to expand our amazing event image
to tourists beyond surrounding shires. Events drive visitation to regional communities and are important for community
spirit, help activate commerce for local businesses and boost the economy.
Young
Travellers
15-29 yrs

Couples
20-30 yrs

Families
with
children

Middle age

40-54 yrs

Over
55s

Sporting Events

Background & Growth Opportunities

Soccer - Gala Days

Visitors and their families travel here for
competition games. Gala Days. Workshops
and clinics by professional teams and players.







Golf Championships

The various Golf Championships including
one NSW Tournament lure visitors to
participate and travel for the attractive prizes.









Cricket Grinsted Cup

Annual regional sporting competition.
Opportunity for the final to be an event.









Dog Shows and
Championships

Attracts interstate travel. Our facilities at
Forbes Kennel Club allow Forbes to host
regional Dog Shows for other towns such as
Dubbo and Eugowra.







Car Rallies

Forbes Motor Show is held every October.
Car Club gatherings that are organised
independently have travelled through Forbes.

Regional Swimming Carnivals

Visitors and their families for competitions.
Regional and Diocesan Carnivals for schools.



Major Sporting Event (future
opportunity)

Potential to host a major sporting event for
cricket, league, rugby, professional game etc.
With high quality attractive grounds and a
strong sporting culture.





Races / Trots

Bedgerabong Races, Forbes Cup, Spring
Races, Trots, Camel races are events that
participants and people travel from all over
from the state to attend.





Horse Competitions

Potential to combine horse sports into larger
competition events. Similar to Northwest
Equestrian Expo.



Forbes Flatlands Hang
Gliding Championships

This event is the 1st week of January every
year. This event also has international
visitation appeal.



Business/Corporate Events

Background & Growth Opportunities

Forbes Rugby Club
Presidents Lunch

Annual Event. High-end lunch that attracts
visitors from outside the Forbes Shire. People
who used to play and have moved away
return home to attend this event.

150 Years of Council Dinner

Rural Women’s Gathering
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One off event 2020/2021 depending on Covid-19
restrictions. Reunion style ticketed event of
past mayors, councillors and staff of FSC.





One off event 2021. Hosted in different region
every year. Opportunity to promote rural
women in tourism and their contribution.







Grey
Nomads





Council Tourism Events

Background & Growth Opportunities

Frost and Fire

Expand to be an overnight glamping/
camping event. As event builds a reputation
can attract high profile artists and
entertainers. Morning breakfast event.

Elvis Event

Young
Travellers
15-29 yrs

Couples
20-30 yrs

Families
with
children

Middle age

40-54 yrs

Over
55s

Grey
Nomads



























Travel Partnership with Parkes Shire Council.
Hold complimentary events in Forbes such
as the Elvis Breakfast and a signature event to
tie in with the annual theme.

Other Events

Background & Growth Opportunities

Grazing Down the Lachlan

Food and Wine event showcasing local and
native produce. Event held annually which
will feature the FAS Sculpture Down the
Lachlan Trail.





Camel Races

Easter tradition. Event for people travelling
for the long weekend.













Yarrabandai Creek Homestead
An Exploration of the Wiradjuri
Night Sky

Winter Event – best time to view Milky
Way and Night Skies. Gourmet bush tucker
catering, scientific and storytelling from
cultural aspect from leaders in the field.













Forbes Show

Agricultural and community celebration held
annually in September.
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Photo: Emilie Rogers, Gum Swamp Wetlands
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PART 3:
ACTION PLAN
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Action Plan
This Action Plan outlines 5 key priority areas to increase visitation from our key target travelling markets: Young 15-29
years, Couples 20s-30s, Families, Middle-aged 40-54 years, Over 55s and Grey Nomads. The table below presents a series of
strategies to implement, as well as the method for measuring growth and success of these planned activities.
The 5 key priority areas for this action plan are:
1. Driving Demand
2. Regional Collaboration
3. Supporting Forbes Businesses and Employment
4. Enhancing and Developing Quality Product Offerings
5. Using Events to Drive Visitation
The actions in this plan have a completion year, but may also be ongoing. These actions will have a major review in 2025,
also relate to the Forbes Community Strategic Plan 2018 - 2028 (CSP) with definitions of strategies outlined below.
Direction 1: Community and Culture
CC1 Provide local activities, facilities and events that
foster inclusion and reflect the identity and diversity
of communities within the Shire
CC3 Recognise and support local volunteers and
volunteering strategies that create increased
opportunities for people to contribute to
community wellbeing
CC5 Identify opportunities to preserve and strengthen
the diverse heritage and culture of the Shire
CC8 Build connections and co-operation between
different interest and representative groups across
the Shire
Direction 2: Local Economy
LE6 Ensure that public and private sector entities and
business work co-operatively to strengthen and
expand the Shire’s economic base
LE8 Define and promote a ‘point of difference’ and
‘brand’ as a basis to promote the Shire
LE9 Identify and promote local tourism opportunities
and related services
LE11 Promote and support the adoption of online
capabilities by local retail businesses and service
providers
LE13 Provide support to local ‘value-add’ industries and
foster their expansion within the Shire

Direction 4: Rural and Urban Land Use
RU9 Develop and implement measures to enhance
urban streetscapes and town entrances throughout
our town and villages
Direction 5: Infrastructure and Services
IS6
Develop the lake precinct via the Lake Forbes
Activation plan to address local resident recreational
and social needs and provide a focus for tourism.
IS11 Identify and plan for the long term needs of
communities within the Shire in the provision of
major indoor and outdoor sporting, recreational
infrastructure such as swimming pools and multipurpose facilities
Direction 6: Government and Representation
GR7 Adopt a regional outlook and seek opportunities
for co-operation and shared initiatives with
other government entities, the private sector,
neighbouring councils, the Joint Organisation and
other entities
GR9 Encourage and support high levels of resilience,
self-reliance, capacity-building and co-operation
amongst local communities and community groups

Direction 3: Natural Environment
NE3 Foster a strong sense of collective responsibility
across agencies, community groups and individuals,
for the preservation and enhancement of our
natural environment
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STRATEGY



Work collaboratively with regional tourism organisations, surrounding Shires
VICs and use experiences to drive visitation

Indicators of Progress – Driving Demand
Overall Visitor numbers to Forbes
Overall Tourism expenditure in Forbes to $45 Million by 2030
Number of followers. Traffic and analytical insights from digital platforms. 10% increase each year based on 2020 benchmark
Growth of number of Industry Partners. 2 new partnerships with industry each year until 2030
Overall international visitor numbers to Forbes increasing 5% each year based on 2020 benchmark
Adaptation to online bookings – 2 operators per year until 2030



Ongoing

Encourage participation from the community to promote Forbes as a
tourism destination

2025 2030



2024

Facilitate the connection and upskilling of local tourism operators as our
tourism stakeholders and ambassadors

2023





2022

Build awareness for ‘Amazing Forbes’ branding through a variety of channels
including printed publications, destination guide, social media, TV, website
and billboards

Assist in the development of packages and tours to ensure bookable
itineraries for the consumer



Development of Tourism Marketing Plan that provides the framework for
campaign works to develop target markets included update to brochures

2021





2020

Implement digital strategy including to optimise online platforms including
development of e-commerce platform for online-shop and e-newsletter

Social Media refresh for Facebook and Instagram covering tourism themes.
Increase meaningful audience, engagement and following

1. Driving Demand

GR7

CC1, CC5, CC8,

CC1, CC8,
LE8, LE9, LE13,GR7

CC5, LE8, LE9

LE8, LE9, LE13,
GR9

CC5,
LE8, LE9, LE13,
GR7

LE8

LE8

CSP
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2023

2024

2025 2030



Ongoing

Overall Visitor numbers to Forbes
Industry participation and engagement in working collaboratively - 2 opportunities annually with two industry partners engaged each time until 2030
Overall Tourism expenditure in Forbes. $45 Million by 2030
Traffic and analytical insights from digital platforms. 10% increase each year based on 2020 benchmark
How many businesses adapt to having bookable experience online. 2 operators per year until 2030

Indicators of Progress – Regional collaboration







2022

Participate in activities undertaken by CNSWJO, and DNSWCO and PR media
opportunities to showcase Central West NSW as a region



2021



2020

Utilise resources from industry associations and memberships from regional
tourism organisations such as Regional Development Australia

Enhance the variety of clustered tourism experiences such as events
and tours on a regional level. For example ’5 Day Trips from Forbes’ and link in
with other regional trails

‘Sculpture Down the Lachlan’ collaboration with Forbes Shire Council,
Forbes Arts Society and Lachlan Shire Council

Improve the capacity of the tourism industry to work collectively by fostering
effective networks and relationships within the Central NSW region

STRATEGY

2. Regional Collaboration

LE8, LE9, LE13, GR7

CC8, GR7

CC5, CC8,
LE6, LE8, LE9, LE13,
NE3, GR7

CC1, LE8, LE9,
LE13,GR7

CC8, GR7

CSP
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2025 2030
Ongoing

Indicators of Progress – Supporting Forbes Businesses and Employment
Industry participation and engagement in working collaboratively - 2 opportunities annually with two industry partners engaged each time until 2030
Overall Visitor numbers to Forbes.
Overall Tourism expenditure in Forbes. $45 Million by 2030
Traffic and analytical insights from digital platforms. 10% increase each year based on 2020 benchmark
How many businesses adapt to having bookable experience online. 2 operators per year until 2030
Attendance of Businesses at training events and training - 2 trained per year until 2020
Forbes Business Chamber Membership numbers -host 2 training events per year
Economic Contribution of events at $500,000 per annum until 2030



2024

Facilitate training opportunities in conjunction with Forbes Business Chamber
to the business community to improve digital presence and small business
marketing practices including social media, customer service etc

2023





2022

Provide exposure for tourism operators and providers thorough Amazing
Channels on deals, packages, promotions, production and offerings.
(Operators are responsible for their own promotions)



2021





2020

Encourage Retail, Shops & Cafes to open over the course of an
Event / Long Weekend to capitalise on visitor spend

‘Amazing Customer Service Award’ for shops in CBD, hospitality,
accommodation and retail providers

Update operators on Forbes Shire Council’s tourism plan and
regional tourism focus

Facilitate Networking Events between Council, Business Chamber members
and tourism operators

STRATEGY

3. Supporting Forbes Businesses and Employment

CC1, CC9
LE6, LE11, GR9

CC1, CC5, CC8
LE6, LE8,
LE9, LE13, GR7

LE13, GR9

CC1, CC8
LE6, LE11
GR9

CC1, CC8, LE6, LE8,
LE9, LE13, NE3, GR9

CC1, CC8
LE6, LE11
GR9

CSP
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2023

2024



2025 2030
Ongoing

Indicators of Progress – Enhancing and Developing Product offering
One new product offering developed every 2 years from 2021 to 2030
A partnership with industry for each product offering
Visitors to the new VIC increasing by 10% year on year until 2030
Partner business established at new VIC that is complimentary to Tourism themes and community and economic development goals of council by 2022
Industry participation and engagement in working collaboratively - 2 opportunities annually with 2 industry partners engaged each time until 2030
How many businesses adapt to having bookable experience online - 2 operators per year until 2030
Attendance of businesses at training events and training - 2 trained per year until 2020
Forbes Business Chamber Membership numbers - host 2 training events per year
Economic Contribution of events at $500,000 per annum



2022

Develop new products to compliment Forbes Tourism themes:
Nature Based / Art, Heritage and Culture / Caravanning and Camping /
Food, Wine and Sustainable Agriculture / Events and Festivals and
investigate future growth opportunities.





2021



2020

Reinforce our collaborative approach with local stakeholders and the region
when expanding product offerings to create a comprehensive and holistic
approach to tourism

Mobile VIC for shows, expos and events to drive awareness of Amazing Forbes
Tourism brands and product offerings

Develop partnerships with the local/regional tourism representatives
including; Wiradjuri Community, Bathurst Fossil and Mineral Museum,
Canowindra Age of Fishes Museum, National Parks and Local Land Services
to develop Nature Based tourism products, Conola drive tour with Cowra

Entry to Town signage improvements Welcome to Amazing Forbes

Develop the Lachlan Vintage Village as a high class Visitor Information Centre

FSC to support the development of new product offering Sculpture Down
the Lachlan. Aid in the promotion of this curated tourism experience and
encourage return visitation

Develop Amazing Forbes Branding Guidelines and complete
Registered Trademark application

STRATEGY

4. Enhancing and Developing Quality Product Offerings

CC1,CC5, CC8
LE6, LE8, LE9,
LE11, LE13
NE3, IS6, GR9

CC8
LE6, LE8, LE13
GR7, GR9

LE8, RU9

CC1, CC5, CC8
LE8, LE11
NE3, GR7, GR9

LE8, RU9

CC1, CC3, CC5
LE8, LE9, LE13
RU9, IS11

CC1, CC5, CC8
LE6, LE8,
LE11, LE13
NE3, IS6, GR9

LE8, RU9

CSP
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STRATEGY

2020

2021

Indicators of Progress – Events for Visitation
Overall visitor numbers to Forbes
Overall tourism expenditure in Forbes to reach goal of $45 Million by 2030
Economic Contribution of events at $500,000 per annum
Host 2 professional conferences in Forbes by 2030
Grow existing events such as Elvis support event and Frost and Fire by 10% attendance each year until 2030

Use feature events such as Frost and Fire, Elvis and Grazing Down the Lachlan
to showcase Forbes in the media as destination to attract future leisure travel

Facilitate business events, conferences and professional meets

Grow existing events allowing for more capacity and to attract more visitors
to Forbes and extend stay. For example scaling Frost and Fire to an overnight
or weekend festival

Support, attract and develop new events to drive visitation to Forbes.

5. Events for Visitation
2022

2023

2024

2025 2030









Ongoing

CC1, CC3, CC5, CC8
LE8, NE3, IS6, GR7

CC1, CC3, CC8
LE9, LE13, GR7

CC1, CC3, CC8
LE8, LE9
GR7

CC1,CC3, CC8
LE8, LE9
NE3, IS6, GR9

CSP

Foundational Project Details
1. Digital Strategy
Online channels are becoming increasingly important in order to reach, inspire, engage and connect with our audience.
Social isolation while undertaking work and education from home during COVID-19 means more people are now online
both personally and professionally. All demographics are engaging in digital platforms more than ever with online and
digital environments and it is likely these habits will continue into the future. An improved online presence for Amazing
Forbes is outlined in this digital strategy overview.
a. Destination Website and Search Engine Ranking
The Amazing Forbes NSW tourism website was launched in November 2019 and must be continually reviewed and revised
to keep content up-to-date and optimised for visitors.
Forbes Shire Council has engaged in a variety of potential projects for long term digital planning around:
1. Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) for organic reach
2. Search Engine Marketing (SEM) with Google Ads for brand awareness
3. Social Media and Blog Strategy including access to lifestyle and travel influencers
4. Marketing Automation in building email subscribers

b. Imagery Capacity Building Projects
Attractive destination images are an extremely important marketing tool for tourism which Forbes currently lacks in
some areas. Quality images consistent in style are needed for the Destination website and ATDW listings. A professional
photographer will be engaged to shoot the collateral specific for these listings which can also be used for Amazing Forbes
social media and marketing campaigns.
To continue to build a photo asset library of authentic and real experiences for social media Amazing Forbes will host a
Photo Competition yearly titled Forbes - No Filter. This local, user generated content will present the authentic and real
experiences visitors are looking for on Amazing Forbes social media feed. Categories to include:
• From the Land – farming, landscapes, scenery, animals
• In the Sky – drone shots, sunsets, astro-photography
• On the Water – water activities, Lake Forbes, bird life, Gum Swamp
• Around Town – heritage building, sculptures, public art, Christmas lights display
c. Implementation of Online Store for Bespoke Merchandise
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This will see the upgrade the Amazing website to an e-commerce platform to sell high end, bespoke merchandise.
Concepts of merchandise details are on page 58 of this document.
d. Introduction of and e-newsletter for Tourism
E-newsletter titled Find yourself in Amazing Forbes for subscribers will be delivered quarterly and seasonally themed.
The title Find Yourself is a play on words. Visitors can picture themselves physically exploring Forbes, but also indicates the
process of ‘self discovery’ that travel provides for so many. This quarterly “What’s On” will feature what the best experiences
are during that time of year as well as advertise events for the season. Magazine style editorial content with interviews from
local tourism providers as feature articles.
e. Video Content Marketing
Amazing Forbes is currently not meeting the consumer demand for video content which is the most widely consumed
form of media. Not keeping up with this digital trend, is definitely a missed opportunity and should be investigated further.
Outcomes will be to cross utilise content generated and share stories across all platforms via social media, website, revive
YouTube Channel.
Video Content concepts shown below:
Video Concept

Activity Description

Forbes Tourism Ad

Tourism Ad for a TV campaign highlighting our tourism themes of Events and
Festivals, Nature Based, Heritage and Culture, Caravanning and Camping, Food,
Wine and Sustainable Agriculture, Health and Wellbeing.
Seek footage from community groups, tourism ambassador for project- user
generated content and hire professional videographer for production.
Air times on mainstream channel as well as online and social media.

‘Meet the Maker’
Mini-doco series

Interview story with local farmers. Showcase the variety of fresh, quality producers
and suppliers on our doorstep. Use local characters as tourism ambassadors and
interview them on what they love about the region as inspiration for others.
Introduces a personal, human element and provides credibility. Interview a producer,
winemaker and artist.
Ask questions to get travel tips like favourite bakery, family friendly café, dining
experience, producer, picnic spot, attraction, hidden gems.
Local Suppliers to involve: Superbee Honey, Banderra Estate Wines, Gibson’s Grove
Olives, Betlands Peaches, Pumpkins, Pigs, Beef and Lamb producers, Alpacas. Recipe
Cards online.

‘The History of Forbes’

Documentary style production. Interview with Rob Willis on topics of history and
heritage, bushrangers, gold rush past, 19th Century Architecture.

‘Open for Business’
Mini-doco series

Use local characters and interview them on what they love about the region as
inspiration for others to have a business in Forbes. Also highlight how Forbes is a
great place to live and work with interview of young families who have moved here
for dual benefit of the campaign with the ‘Come home to Forbes’ project.
Local business to involve: fashion boutiques or homewares store.
Bernardi’s, Wollerina Warwick, Moxey’s
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2. Support for Boosting the Lachlan Valley Economy through
art embedded in our amazing environment
The Forbes Arts Society has commenced a large scale project entitled Boosting the Lachlan Valley Economy through art
embedded in our amazing environment with state government funding and support from Lachlan and Forbes Shire Councils
along with support from Evolution Mining. This project includes the ‘Sculpture Down the Lachlan’ public art trail, upgraded
Bird Hides at Gum Swamp and revitlised ambulance station turned art gallery/cafe. This project is designed to establish
Forbes and Lachlan Valley as an iconic arts tourism destination, to enable economic benefits for the region that come from
visitation. This project is being driven by passionate volunteers who are enthusiastic about establishing Forbes as a tourism
destination, not just a place to pass through
‘Sculpture Down the Lachlan’ will showcase 20 large sculptures along the stock route, following the Lachlan River from
Forbes to Condobolin. The vision of an inland ‘Sculptures by the Sea’, but permanent makes this a sustainable tourism
venture as once complete, the trail will be a readily available activity and there little ongoing maintenance. Associated
infrastructure such as carparks, wayfinding signage and landscaping at each sculpture site will create a world class outdoor,
arts and cultural visitor experience.
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This project also includes improvements at Gum Swamp, where 3 new bird hides will be constructed and the existing hide
revamped. With a wide variety of bird life, Gum Swamp is a popular bird watching site for twitchers. With the addition of new
boardwalks and enhanced walking tracks, this site will become an attractive nature based environment, that broadens its
appeal to more than just bird watchers.
The 3rd facet of this project is the establishment of a cultural centre in the former ambulance station in Forbes. The site will
be a hub for artists and the community, with exhibition and training spaces and a sophisticated café. Being in close proximity
to the CBD, the revitalisation of this site has been welcomed by the community and further enhances the running theme
Heritage, Art and Culture theme of Forbes.
With COVID restricting travel, people will be exploring their own backyards by travelling domestically before overseas
travel is safe and appealing again. These projects build a sustainable tourism offering and aligns well with our tourism
themes of Nature Based and Heritage, Art and Culture while reflecting the Shires character, values and interests of
community members.

These projects will be completed by 2022 and will see Valley wide benefits as
these attractions draw travellers to exit the Newell Highway to stop and explore.

Render: Source Architects
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3. Developing the Lachlan Vintage Village as
Forbes Visitor Information Centre
Background
FSC has resolved to relocate the Forbes VIC to the former Lachlan Vintage Village (LVV) which has been closed since 2004.
Plans for a new spectacular building occupied in partnership with a support business such as a café will draw more travellers
to visit the VIC compared to recent numbers which have been declining over the past 4 years. (See figures on page 15-16).
Boasting a prime location for travellers along the Newell Highway, the LLV site itself is rich in history and nostalgia for the
local community and visitors. Developed in the 1970s the LVV was a living, working museum with staff dressed in Colonial
costume, conducting tours on 80 hectares of land which was an earlier gold field. When in operation, visitors could view
replica miner’s huts, mining shafts, a gold-panning creek, stores, homesteads, the bank, a school, gaol and various stables
and farm buildings as part of the Village. The LVV main building site on the highway requires major renovations and other
works to restore its former glory and will be developed using Council grant funding.
Purpose and Delivery Model
The aim of moving to a new site is to improve the visitor experience by a more modern and professional service and offering
and so increase the number of visitors to the shire. By encouraging travellers to attend the VIC, visitors will be able to be
charmed by locals – and hear local stories and feel in the know about some unique experiences that just don’t sound the
same when you read something online. To scale the offering at the VIC the business model will include securing a trendy
dining partner, shop for Amazing Forbes merchandise and handicrafts, meeting room to facilitate corporate use, interactive
media room and museum style educational displays featuring vintage machinery from the Forbes Historical Museum.
Staffing
The relocated Forbes VIC will be staffed by Council staff and passionate tourism volunteers. At the completion of the LVV
redevelopment, a tourism volunteer recruitment process will be undertaken and training opportunities will be investigated.
Supporting documents have been developed to provide clarity around expectations and responsibilities across all parties involved
in VIC operations. These include the Volunteer Tourism Ambassador Charter and Forbes VIC Operations Manual.
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Amazing Forbes Merchandise
To continuously encourage the community to be our tourism ambassadors, selected items of red branded amazing
merchandise (of low cost) is given away at tourism and community events. The community has embraced the Amazing
Brand and the more they expose it, the more it builds up awareness in a tourism sense.
A Forbes branded souvenir and gift ware offering will be developed with a series of bespoke merchandise designed around
tourism categories to resonate with visitors based on their hobbies and interests - not just a product with the logo on it.
These can include mugs, stickers, clothing items, tote bags and more. These souvenir type products will be sold at the VIC,
events and via the online shop. Amazing Forbes branded local products and bespoke merchandise and local products can
also be awarded at citizenship ceremonies or used as corporate gifts.

*Merchandise mock ups are concept only. Amazing Forbes NSW logo presented on the back of products.
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4. Mobile Visitor Information
Following the completion of Sculpture Down the Lachlan and relocation of the Forbes VIC to the Lachlan Vintage
Village, the next major project could be a potential Mobile Visitor Information unit. A versatile Amazing Forbes mobile
visitor information and events caravan*, would be a valuable asset to drive brand awareness of Forbes tourism.
The vehicle could be transported to different locations including travel and caravanning expos, agricultural shows and
flagship events such as Frost and Fire, Elvis Event to distribute brochures and sell merchandise. The mobile VIC could also be
used as a ‘pop up’ VIC at local tourism attractions including Lake Forbes, parks or amazing sign. There is a lot of logistics to
consider and plan with this mobile vehicle including being under 4.5 tonnes to be able to drive with a car license.

*Caravan mock up is a concept only.
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Conclusion
The major focus of this plan has been to analyse previous trends in visitation, and to develop strategies to drive visitation
considering the strength and opportunities of the Shire. Tourism is an important contributor to the economic development
of Forbes and the region and will recharge, activate and benefit local Forbes businesses, while boosting employment
opportunities. In collaboration with the community and region we will refine and expand our tourism offerings to create
a comprehensive and holistic approach to tourism. With incredible capacity for growth, there are many exciting projects
underway that are on trend and meet the needs of visitor markets in a variety of tourism categories.
Finally, as the pandemic resolves and travel is again permitted, the competition will be fierce among destinations. Tourism
in Forbes is at a point where it could lead the growth of the Shire out of the drought and post COVID-19 slump. To stand out
from the crowd, our destination will need to build and strengthen its emotional connection with a sophisticated yet down
to earth presence and product offering that will win both hearts and minds.
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Forbes Community Strategy Plan 2018-2028
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